
F – ENVIRONMENT 

34 SETS OF COMMENTS MADE 

 

No large wind turbines - a blot on the landscape!  
F40 none of the above  
F39 - footpaths and bridleways are shocking in places   Apparent desire to keep people 
"off their land" in specific cases  
F39 - added to amount of traffic - slow it down  
F40 Definitely not wind turbines  
F39 speed control of traffic  
F39 - Any new housing would be built with energy saving elements / F39 - We take 
recycling (clothing, metal, old electrical items) into Sherborne.  I would use clothes banks, 
shoe bank if we had them in Holwell 
F39 Stop dogs barking continuously / F40 Solar panels - small scale 
If the government made it law all new builds would have to incorporate solar panels.  
Ironic in Europe parking bays have solar panels, not like in UK, fields of solar panels.  New 
renewable ideas will no doubt become available in the future.  
Re F40: If it means cheaper electricity bills.  
Thank you to the farmers that trim their hedges but many road signs are overgrown and 
not readily visible to motorists.  
Re F40: Solar panels on individual houses / Ref F40: Wind turbines unsightly; biomass not 
suitable. Best option (is) individual solar panels 
SMALL SCALE SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED  
WE NEED TO BE AWARE THAT SHERBORNE TIP HAS STARTED TO CHARGE FOR CERTAIN 
ITEMS, THIS WILL INEVITABLY INCREASE, WE HAVE ALREADY EXPERIENCED INCREASED 
'FLYTIPPING' MAYBE A CENTRAL RECYCLING AREA COULD BE PROVIDED, AS THEY DO IN 
SOME AREAS OF THE UK 
F40 A BIOMASS SYSTEM FOR A NEW DEVELOPMENT WOLD ONLY BE VIABLE IF LOCAL 
FARMERS WOULD GROW CROPS FOR FUEL.  I WOULDN’T WANT WOOD CHIPS BE 
TRANSPORTED FROM A LONG WAY AWAY.  
SOLAR PANELS FOR HOME OWNER CHOICE IS ON THEM TO HELP THEMSELVES 
Please no wind turbines!  
F40 - I don't know enough about them  
F39 - less litter  
Ground and air source heat pumps are the most environmentally friendly  
F40 Solar panels on existing buildings rather than field sites  
F39 Irresponsible lighting on bonfires resulting in pollution etc  
I would not want any scheme that create vibration/noise     
Wouldn't want a field of solar panels visible from my windows  
Re F40: Problems with large scale schemes in a village which is spread out.  



F40 Solar panels on roofs I think the local council should supply every household with one 
solar panel  
The footpaths are totally inadequate for walking and dog walking.   They are poorly 
marked and poorly maintained and in some areas totally in accessible, eg the path from 
Stony Lane to Bishops Caundle via the church  
F39 Free solar panels for OAPs  
F40 I would like for information about Biomass heating  
F39 Access and upkeep of footpaths is poor and needs improvement  
F39 Reducing traffic is global problem.   I doubt Holwell has the solution   
Solar field should not impinge on enjoyment of the countryside  
D40 Wind turbines don’t need to be huge; a few smaller ones are less intrusive than one 
huge one 
F40: I don't know enough about biomass to comment. 


